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WILL COMMISSION
VROOMAN FOREIGN
MISSIONARY HERE
Board of Missions to Conduct
Ceremony in Chapel May 11
Lee Vrootnan. a graduate of the class
of 1918, is to be commissioned a Foreign
Missionary at services to be held in the
college chapel, Sunday morning, May 11,
under the direction of the American
Board of Foreign Missions.
At this service, Mr. Brewer Eddy of
Boston will be the principal speaker.
Mr. Eddy, who is a brother of Sherwood
Eddy, spoke on the campus two years
ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Vrooman expect to sail
next summer for Turkey under the
American Board of Foreign Missions.
Mr. Vrooman will be full Professor of
Sociology at the International College at
Smyrna which suffered such disaster
during the Greek retreat a year ago.
The Professorship, however, at Lee's
special request, is to be a part-time proposition only. Student work will be considered his chief interest. It is also understood that he will give certain aid and
help to the city "Y" at Smyrna, which
is still in the early stages of its establishment. Both the student work at the
college and at the city center will prove
vital to the young life of Turkey.
Mr. Vrooman, when in college, was a
leader in student activities. He is a member of Sigma Chi Fraternity. Mrs.
Vrooman, also of the class of 1918, was
Miss Helen Stewart before her marriage.
On Sunday, May 11, the United Parish Church will dismiss its usual morning service and as a church be part of
this service.
Because of the uniqueness and impressiveness of this service, and that Brewer Eddy is to be the principal speaker,
it is hoped that the students will join in
heartily.

Forest Fires Destroy
$16,500,000 Annually
The Forest Service, United States Department of Agriculture, says that 36,000
forest fires every year destroy timber
and property valued at $16,500,000 besides costing many human lives. Nearly
9,000,000 automobilists visited the National Forests during 1923 for recreational purposes, and many fires were directly traceable to carelessness on the
part of the visiting automobilist.
Here are simple rules which if observed will help prevent forest fires:
I. Be sure your match is out—break
it in two before throwing it away.
2. Don't throw cigars, cigarettes, and
Pipe ashes over the side of your machine.
Provide a closed receptacle. A tin can
will do.
3. Build small camp fires on bare
ground or on rocky surfaces away from
brush and trees. Scrape away all inflammable material.
4. Never leave your camp fire unwatched. When you are finished with
the camp fire be sure it's dead—then bury
It with dirt or gravel and not with inflammable leaf mold.
5. Keep in touch with the Forest
Ranger. Report all fires you may see
(Continued on Page Six)
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Strange Oders Haunt Coburn
Hall
Source not located
The rotting cadaver of a rodent.
interred in a partition of Coburn
Hall. has been disturbing classes
in history, economics.
sociology
and biology during the past week.
Tons of fresh air, coming in thru
oindowc constantly open, have
failed to mitigate the stench and
professors are voicing strenuous
pr,oects. Up to the time the
Camhas Went to press, the carcass had
not been found.
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Records Show Winter Weather
Was Conducive To Good Work
A marked improvement in ranks over those of last semester
is noticed, according to the deans of the three colleges. Dean
Stevens, of the College of Arts and Sciences, reports that but 65
"pine trees" were sent out from his office at this time, in contrast
with 135 at the fall mid-semester; only about one-fourth as many
as last time were sent from the office of Dean Boardman, of the
College of Technology; and Dean Merrill, of the College of Agriculture, states that the same holds true in his college. There
is also an increase in the number of names on all the deans' lists
over those of last time.

SUMMER SESSION
IDEALS AN ASSET,
TO OPEN JUNE 30
SAYS DOCTOR SPARKS
Registration for the summer session of
the University of Maine takes place June
30. and on July 1 all classes begin. This
is a week later than the summer school
has formerly opened, and gives a better
opportunity for those teachers who are
completing their spring terms. Many
cases of late registration will thus be
avoided, and many teachers who have
had to come directly from teaching to
summer school will have at least a few
days in which to rest.
In addition to Balentine, Oak, and
Hannibal Hamlin Halls, which have always been used by the summer school
students, Mt. Vernon will be opened to
the women students this year.
The faculty for this summer term
numbers 28, at the head of which is
James S. Stevens, Dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences. Dean Stevens has
been director of the summer school for
24 years. David A. Anderson, Professor
of Education in Pennsylvania State College, exchanges with Professor Pollard
for this year's summer session.
The departments open this summer are
as follows: Biblical Literature, Biology,
Chemistry, Economics and Sociology,
Education, English, French, German,
History. Latin, Mathematics, Physical
Education, Physics, Psychology, and
Spanish. These, for the most part, are
represented by heads of departments and
other teachers of professorial rank in
the College of Arts and Sciences in the
University.
Week-end excursions are arranged for
those who desire to see as much of the
State of Maine as possible. Some of the
places visited are Lafayette National
Park and Bar Harbor, Moosehead Lake
and Ripogenus Dam, Castine, and many
other beautiful and historic spots.
Dean Stevens reports that the prospects
for attendance at the 1924 summer session are very good.

"Aii)one who has a high ideal in front
and a big enough spinal column in back
can do something worth while in the
world." said Dr. Sparks of Penn State
University, former president of Phi Kappa Phi, in a talk in chapel Tuesday. He
cited incidents from the lines of Caruso,
Hoover, Jane Adams, Horace Greeley,
and Frances Willard to prove this point.
"We are apt," he said, "to float along
with the tide, especially in college, drifting in in September and drifting out perhaps in February—an idle, easy, pleasant
life indeed, but a useless one. A definite
objective is as necessary to a successful
life as it is to the success of war campaigns. The men who have done something with their lives are the ones who
„knew what they wanted and did not rest
till they got it."
Dr. Sparks is well known as a writer
and as a professor in the University of
Chicago. For years he was president of
Penn State University and of Phi Kappa Phi. He is now in charge of the national council of Phi Kappa Phi and is
visiting chapters throughout the country.
He was at Maine two years ago.
II
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'OLD FIGHT" IS
RAMPANT AGAIN
Heck Alumnus Commends Conduct of Freshmen and Sophomores in Annual Pre-Hop
Brawl; "Fine Spirit" he says
"Well, I'm glad I stayed over front Farmers' Week," said the
Heck Alumnus whose "sob" story on the lack of Maine spirit was published under "Read and Weep" in the "Campus" of November 14.
"Your freshman and sophomore classes are showing the old fight. How
did it start anyway ?" he asked a senior.
"As near as I can ascertain," replied the senior, "It all started at
the recent freshman class meeting when it was reported that the sophomore president defied the freshmen by saying that they could not take
him from the campus, and so a secret mteting was called for the following night to take place behind the foundation of the Arts and Science building."

o" "So I heard, and also that a fire broke
out in Orono at the time they were laying for Fraser. the sophomore president.
Do you think the freshmen set it to get
him out of the house?"
"That is absurd; but the fire surely
____ Nt___The nominating committee of the sen- helped in the working out of their plans,
ior class met Tuesday, and made the fol- for as Fraser came out of the house they
lowing nominations for Class Day hon- pounced on him, tied him up and rushed
ors for the Commencement exercises in him toward Old Town via "bug." "JohnJune. The election is to be held from ny" Sweatt. chairman of the Hop comone to five on Tuesday afternoon, April mittee, had been captured and despatched
in the opposite direction a half hour be22, in Alumni Hall.
For Marshal: "Chris" Christopherson, fore by the same means."
"Where was it that the sophomores
"Wym" Foster, "Bent" Hutchins, Julian
found
them?"
Merrill.
"At Cunningham's Camp, 20 miles
For Chaplain: "Ted" Monroe, "Sid"
north of Old Town. There were four
Osborne. "Pat" Patterson.
For Historian: "Ted" Currier, "Eb" freshmen who put up a stiff resistance
King, "Johnny" Stevens, "Ken" Wood- when the sophomores interfered. However, Fraser got back the next evening
bury.
so did Sweatt"
and
For Poet: "Betty" Hunt, "Jackie"
"And
the next morning there was a
Jackson.
For Class Prophets: "Nick" Carter, big '27 on the walk in front of Alumni
"Mike" Gentile, "Sim" Simmons, Guy Hall?"
"Yes, and after Military classes were
Wescott. Ruth Savage, Alice Stanley.
For Valedictorian: Anna Green, Carl dismissed at the fourth hour, Fraser,
I teal, Henry Boynton, "Baldy" Harri- backed by the Owls, shouted, 'All freshmen in the chapel.'" At this time there
man. "Ted" Hatch.
was a rush for every door except those
Bessey,
of
Gifts:
Ruth
Presenters
For
—m
Sarah Crehore, "Bea" Johnson, "Wes" that lead into chapel; the greatest conThursday afternoon, Coach Kanaly Ames, "Jimmy" Hays, "Spike" Sparrow, gestion occurred at the main stairway
where a crowd of freshmen bunched togave a talk to the track men, explaining "Stack" Stacicpole.
to them what rules were expected and
For Orator: "Hot" Ayer, "Rat" Ken- gether and forced their way out. Nevurged more to come out. At present nison, "Laddie" Ladd, "Pick" O'Connor. ertheless, the greater number found
there is a good squad of freshmen who
For Curator: Frank Clark, "Baldy" themselves in chapel where they were
are developing for next year but more Harriman, "Len" Jordan. Willard Spear, asked to take off their hats and coats so
that they could readily be distinguished
varsity material is needed. An appeal I larry Wiswell.
was made to the cross country men to
For Junior Marshal: (selected from from sophomores."
"Did they do it?"
come out and get some speed work for present Sophomore Class): "Charlie"
"Yes, most of them did; then Fraser
next fall even though they don't think Baxter. "Georgie" Cahill, "Freddy" Newthat they can make the track team this hall, "Tubby" Littlefield, "Andy" Small. told them that the numerals would have
to be erased from the walk. Someone
year.
shouted,'We did not put them there, we
Coach Kanaly also urges that the stusaw two upperclassmen do it.' The
dent body cooperate with him and see
sophomores replied, 'You will have to
that the squad observe training rules.
take them off regardless of who put them
51
Work on the Arts and Science buildthere,' and "Paddles" appeared from tining is progressing rapidly. The brick
der coats and out of sleeves. The
wall now reaches nearly to the top of
freshmen broke for the doors and in a
the second story. The greater part of the
few seconds the entire chapel and gymheavy flooring has been laid for the secnasium was a scene of free-for all fights
ond story, and all the material for the
that would have developed into a riot
One of the most successful dances of building is now here. Plaster blocks are
had it not been for the Senior Skulls
the season was the annual Sophomore to be used for the partitions.
and Junior Masks."
Hop, held in the Gym Saturday night,
The weather has been remarkably fav"But the freshmen erased the numerApril 12. Departing from the usual cus- orable since work was resumed in the
als?"
spring and everything points to the comtom. the dance was informal.
"About a dozen were rounded up to
The Gym was attractively decorated pletion of the building by September.
get down on their hands and knees and
in the class colors, red and white. There Rooms and offices have already been dis- blot them out
with kerosene."
were two feature dances, a leap-year tributed for the various departments in
"No more than right and I guess they
for
the College of Arts and Science.
dance, and a balloon dance. Music
don't harbor any grudges because of it.
an order of sixteen dances was furnished
(Continued on Page Six)
by Wiswell's orchestra.
"•1 The patrons and patronesses were Dr.
and Mrs. C. C. Little, Dean and Mrs.
Mysterious Musician Moves
Merrill, Mrs. Mason, Sirs. Moulton, Mrs.
Among the teams to be played by the
English Class
Chase, and Mrs. Verrill. The Hop Com- Freshmen are: Higgins Classical Instimittee was Johnny Sweatt, chairman. tute. Westbrook Seminary, Hebron, CoPleas of no avail
Betty Armstrong. Hank Eaton, Kel Kel- burn, Kent's Hill and New Hampshire
ly and Monk Standish.
Freshmen.
State
The plaintive strains of "Home
The team is showing up well with
Sweet
Home," rendered last FriVVRESTL1NG A MAJOR SPORT
Johnson, Foster. and Kelso as the most
by
day
an amateur flutist in one
MacNamara
and
The committee on joint awards at the promising pitchers, and
of the Oak Hall rooms, to .ved
good
as
catchers.
looking
Maxwell
University of Nebraska has raised
an English class deeply. The oroFifty men were out Saturday and the
wrestling to major sport rank. The aclessor stepped to the window Ind
tion was taken when revision was made squad will be cut this week to twentyimplored
the inspired youth to
for
squad
will
be
cut
again
The
in practically every college sport award. five.
desist,
hut
to no avail. Then the
Higgins
April
26
with
first
oame
the
Wrestlers will now rank with track, footclass
was
moved—to
a quiet room
Classical Institute. As the varsity are
ball, basketball, and baseball men.
downstairs
other
side of
on
the
Freshman
The Nebraska grapplers won the Wes- playing away, the first five
the building.
games.
home
will
be
games
tern Intercollegiate and Missouri Valley
The men practice each day at 3.30.
championships this season.

SENIORS NOMINATE
CLkSS DAY OFFICERS

Coach Kanaly Asks For
More Track Material

Arts and Science Building

Interesting Meetings
Held by Newman Club Informal Sophomore Hop
Is Declared a Success
The Newman Club at the University
of Maine consists of 50 members from
the four classes. Up to date the club has
had four successful meetings. Interesting addresses have been given to the
members by the Chaplain of the Club,
Rev. D. J. Feeney of Orono, and Rev.
Clary of Bangor. A large meeting is
planned for April 23, 1924, at which Rev.
Father Reilly of South Brewer and Captain Ready of the University Corps of
Army professors will give addresses.
Various social activities are planned for
the month of May.
The officers of the Club are: Edward
Curran '25 of Bangor, President; Mary
Larkin '26 of Connecticut, Vive-President ; Katherine O'Leary '25 of Brewer,
Sec'y-Treasurer.
The Newman Club is an organization
of Roman Catholic students formed for
the purpose of promoting good fellowship, to preserve the Faith, to afford an
opportunity for the mutual discussion of
current topics, and to do everything possible to make the University attractive
and agreeable to Catholic students.
A Senior class meeting will be held
Friday morning, April 18, at 11:35.
Every member of the class is urged to
be present.

Freshmen Schedule
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dilit Maine (4zuttpus
Published Wetbassdaye during the talkies year
by the students of the University of Maas.

University's obligations are fulfilled by
three hours military training each week.
Considering the situation from all
angles. it seems unfair to both the students who take military and to the far
larger group who do not, to set the examination schedule ahead four days and
break up the whole University in order
to give the 440 R. 0. T. C. members
military instruction which they are supis..sed to have received three hours each
eek during the college year.
Can the boys be blamed for opposing
:he ruling, and for complaining that
they did not come here to "major in military"?

MAINZ

CAMPUS

Dr. little
Cha

Girls Begin Early To
Will Discourage Late
New Book Defends
Practice Field Hockey
Registration Next Fall
Younger Generation
—M—

liirlb * hockey practice has started with
The attention of the student body to
It isn't often that one finds a champion
a
vim. Practices which are being held
regthe
concerning
ruling
following
of the maligned sounger generation in the
regularly
on Monday. Wednesday aila
found
be
to
classmen.
upper
35
of
Johnson
istration
Charles
E.
Managing Editor
the person who has written a fiery deThursday
are being enthusiastically atby
asked
53 of the catalogue, is
fense of the older generation. Seeming- on page
Department Editors
tended
by
many of the girls. Manage:
Gannett.
J. A.
ly. these tw'o reactions conflict, but with Registrar
Donald Hastings *E,
News Editor
Perkins
'26 and captain Beatrice
Alma
upper
1924
of
semester
fall
Hyde
'15
B.
the
Stanley
"In
Athletic Editor_
Marjorie Barkley McClure they appear
Hope Norwood 'Z
Alumni Editor_
Johnson '24 are hard at work.
on
register
to
required
be
ail]
classmen
Kathi-en Mahoney '115
Specials Editor
to be quite compatible. as shown by her
1.ast year girls' field hockey started
Henry S. Roynton '24
Exchange EdItor____
or to present written evifirst novel. "High Fires." just published September 16
6race Armstrong '25
Society Editor
with
absolutely green material and a
from
excused
been
have
Loomis
'25
they
—...klary
dence that
Chapel EdItor........—
by Little. Brown Sr Company.
Military Editor.......—_—_..6ily Gritlin '24
authori- great deal of progress was made. This
university
the
by
registering
so
As the daughter of a minister, she
words, upper classmen year a great deal remains to be done,
Reporters
came to know the finest type of clergy- ties. In other
September 16, have however. More upper classmen and
Co
before
Helen Mayo '26, Aura
man—her father, who. she frankly ex- must
burn 'in. KattiTeen Hunt '26, Irving Kelley '25.
the Dean of the uni- more freshmen and sophomores also, are
with
communicated
Margaret Ward '25, Mary Frl.nd '24, Pearl
plains. was the original of the character
Grattam '51 Mary Roche '36, Julia lidacDougal
reasons for de- wanted at the practices.
their
him
Keep
Off
the
Grass
giving
versity
of Angus Stevenson. in her book. As
'A, Alice Libby Hi. Arlene Ware 'S. Anne Sat.
The team has five coaches, Mr. Sethi.
gent '36, Austin Wilkins '26, Clyde Patten '25,
AVith the coming of the green shoots the mother of a fourteen-year-old daugh- siring to register late, and have received
who
has played on an international chamdo.
to
authorization
so
written
him
of grass about the campus, our attention ter, she has ,interested herself in the from
Business Department
pionship team and Mr. Wallace who has
with
communicate
to
tried
have
they
If
Business Manager--------Prank W. Hussey 'n is drawn to the many bare and muddy younger generation not in any abstract
no reply from coached hockey previously to coming to
Delmont l'Ar•opit '26 spots that a year or two ago were grass
circulation Manager
fashion, but in a concrete sense. She has him and have received
Robert E. Turner '36
Asst. Circulation Mgr.
that suffi- Maine. are directing the girls. Dr.
considered
be
Assistant Business Managers
plots. Beside the roads and walks, near studied the so-called flappers and their him, it will not
Donald Trouant 'OS
Arthur Staples 16
has Little is acting as advisor. Fine results
registration
late
for
excuse
cient
the buildings and in many other places male counterparts from th, -iewpoint of
may be expected this spring.
handia
registration
is
Late
given.
been
the turf has been trodden away by hur- young Marjorie's gener,lion. It is the
Subscription', 11.00 per year
university
to
Single Copies. Five Cents
rying feet and the wheels of the vehicles. parents of these youngsters, according to cap both to students and
Entered as second class matter at the post
A very short time ago everyone took Mrs. McClure, who really need discip- authorities and will be rigidly discourProfessor Pollard: (Telling about hi,
office. Orono, Maine.
aged wherever and whenever possible."
coaching experiences) "This man I had
The editor-in chief is responsible for the few pride in the University of Maine cam- line.
54
eral policy of the paper and for the editorial pus, and unpopular indeed was the peron my team was a regular drunkard.
In "High Fires," Mrs. McClure has
columns; the managing editor for the DM,
Needless to say he was my constant
columns and the makeup of the paper; and the son who trod upon the grass or drove pitted the philosophy of an orthodox
businese manager fur the business and Aflame'.
things
off
the
roads.
One
of
the
first
companion."
young
modern;
minister
against
of
a
that
Communications should be at the postoffice
—m—
at Alumni Hall before Saturday noon to insure a freshman learned was to keep off the and she has stressed the spiritual qualipublication.
Elizabeth Pendleton and Margaret
grass,
which
was
supposed
to
a
lesson
each
in
their
various
encounters.
ties
of
Printed by the University Press, Orono, Me.
last him throughout the four years.
Though it took somewhat less than a Boothby returned Monday morning,
But now it seems that even the upper- year in actual time to write her book, it April 14, from Washington where they
Is the Spring Camp Just?
classmen have no care for the good looks has been in the process of preparation all attended the Eastern Conference of Pi
Since the announcement was made that of the campus, while some of the fac- her life. For this is a book which, un- Beta Phi. They were accompanied by
the spring military camp will be held ulty are among the worst offenders. At like Lady Macbeth's classic spot, "would Mary Friend who stopped off at GeorgeDunning.
after final examinations this year, and present the girls' hockey team is using out." Mrs. McClure started to write town. Mass, to visit Frances
one lawn for an athletic field, much to when she was five and kept at it in an an alumnae of Maine Alpha; and Pearl
THE BOSTON
that it will be compulsory for all R. 0.
the sorrow of the tender grass. Military immature way until she passed twenty. and Ardis Woodard who will spend a
T. C. members, a great deal of discus- companies, as well, occasionally trespass
UNIVERSITY LAW
Then she married, and gave up all few days in New York before returning
sion has been heard about the campus
upon the lawns which make such invit- thought of a literary career, until her to the campus. Martha Chase '22 and
concerning various aspects of the ruling.
SCHOOL
ing parade grounds. And sad to say. family cares should lessen. But the in- Ardis Lancey '22 also attended the ConThere are two groups who view the
Trains students In principles
many of the individual students not only stinct to write was not easily stifled; and ference.
the law and the technique of
of
matter of the camp from different angles,
Mary Copeland spent the weekend at
believe that a straight line is the shortest there were times in the intervening years
the profession and prepares them
namely the R. 0. T. C. members, and
for active practice wherever the
distance between two points, but put when she had to fight to overcome the her home in Holden.
English system of law prevails
those who do not take military. To the
Course for LL.B., fitting for
Mildred Osborne and Pearl Graffam
their views in practice, with the result impulse.
admission to the bar, requirts
first group the ruling that they will be
weekend
at
their
respective
spent
the
that if the fad increases we should soon
school years.
three
At her fifteenth wedding anniversary,
obliged to attend camp, at an expense
home in Bangor.
have little use for the sidewalks.
her
Post graduate course of one
husband,
who
is
a
business
man
in
variously stated at from eight to ten
year leads to degree of LL.M._
The drivers of automobiles are doing Akron. Ohio, gave her $75.00 with which
Pt
dollars, seems an unfair imposition.
One year in college Is now
their bit to spoil the attractiveness of the to buy a mirror which she had admired—
JAPANESE TEAM COMING
required for admission. In 1925,
These students did not come here with
campus, not only by driving where they it was a crystal wedding anniversary.
the requirement will be two
the purpose of extensive study of miliMeiji University, Japanese College
years in college.
should not, hut also by parking any- Instead, she bought a typewriter. That
champions, will probably play the Unitary science, and three hours a week is
may obtain both A.13. and LL.B.
where they please. As parking spaces was three years ago; and in that time
degrees in six years by applicaall they care to give to the study. If
versity of Michigan in the annual comtion at University of Maine for
are provided at various places about the she has completed two novels, of which
special arrangements.
they should volunteer to attend a spring
mencement week games on June 13 and
campus, it seems that these should be "High Fires" is the first to be published.
Special Scholarships 475 per
camp it would be an entirely different
14.
Tentative
arrangements
for
the
adequate for those who have the privi- and several short stories and magazine
year to college graduates.
matter from being required to go. But
games have been made, the team from
lege of riding, without it being neces- articles. She is now writing a play which
For Catalogue Address
some are entirely out of sympathy with
Japan proposing to stop at Ann Arbor
HOMER ALDERS, Dean
sary to park at the very doors of the a prominent manager to whom she told
11 Ashburton Place, Boston
the scheme, and do not care to live in
on its transcontinental itinerary next
University of Maine students
various buildings.
the
plot
when
she
was
in
New
York
pup tents for five days, but, strange as
summer. In 1921 Michigan played WasThe Trustees have had signs placed recently, wants to see.
it may seem, would rather follow the
cda University of Japan in a commenceasking
people
to
proabout the campus,
Mrs. McClure says she can never keep ment week series.
regular schedule of college work as
tect the lawns and walks. These cannot up with the plots that come to her. The
formerly planned.
be effective, however, without the coop- years of suppression are bearing fruit.
The other group, those who do not
NEW FIELD HOUSE FOR BADGERS
•
eration of all. Let us revive the old
•
11
take military, are variously affected. AlThe athletic council at Wisconsin has
pride in the good appearance of our
though it is doubtful if many of them
campus, and guard against acts that will
approved plans for a $350.000 combinaobject very strenuously, it should be retion field house and gymnasium. They
harm its attractiveness.
membered they are to lose four days
will now be submitted to the board of
"Quality Unexcelled"
class work for which they came here
The Varsity track team has been prac- regents for
its approval. The proposed
and have paid. Unless an examination
Clean Up the Campus
ticing hard for the New Hampshire State gymnasium
LATEST COLLEGIATE
will seat 16,000 people and
schedule hitherto unknown can he demeet
which
is
to
be
held
at
Orono, April will be one of the largest in the
A large amount of rubbish is to be
MODELS
country.
vised, this group of students will be seen about the campus in various places, 26.
through examinations with nothing to do, which helps to spoil its appearance. In
Orders taken
On Friday, May 2 at 4 P. M., there
SUNDAY PRACTICE AT FORDHAM
five days before Commencement. This is the "good old days" the students used to will be an Interclass Meet to help Coach
by
Fordham University has initiated Suna more serious condition than might be take pride in keeping the campus looking Kam's' pick the N'arsity and Freshman
day practice in baseball. They have tried
GINGER FP.ASER
supposed when it is considered that of good. so we learn on good authority, and
The meet will include all events
it
once
and will continue if the weather
Tel. 120
the 1250 students. only 440, including the rubbish was not considered an aid to its and will follow the Maine IntercollegiS. A. E. House
hinders practice, as it has been doing
49 advanced military students, are mem- appearance. In fact, it was thought to ate order of events.
•
lately . Last week the Saturday practice
bers of the R. 0. T. C.
BASEBALL
be decidedly unsightly, and even seniors
An odd thing about the situation is did not consider it detrimental to their
A part of the large squad that was out was called off on account of the rain,
that neither the military department nor dignity to pick up stray bits of paper.
for the A'arsity baseball team was cut and the coach decided that it was for the
best interests of the team to work out
the faculty of administration cares to
Today there is such a quantity of rub- last Friday so that the present squad
Sunday. This was the first Sunday practake the responsibility for the ruling bish
on the campus that no one individ- numbers about 25 men. The present
concerning camp. The military officers ual could aspire to pick it all up in any squad will probably be carried for the tice in Fordham's history.
DIRECT FROM FACTORY TO
say they are not responsible, for they
54
next week or so. Among the men out
short length of time.
A new excuse was recently offered to
WEARER
merely asked for the camp and the facFr that reason why not have a "Clean- for the team are: catchers. Gruhn, Paul.
an R. 0. T. C. instructor at the Univerulty granted it. The faculty, on the lip
Savage;
opportunpitchers, Newell. Thompson,
Day." when every fraternity and
sity of Indiana. A student who did not The best paying selling
other hand, say they would not have
dormitory might cooperate by cleaning Nichols, Hackett. Wing, Repscha, Hutwant to go to drill complained that he ity offered today.
granted the camp had it not been asked up in its
own vicinity? It might even ton, Lake. Perry and Bunten; first base,
for.
By all means write Dept. G
1.unge
and Cutts; second base, McKech- was suffering front blood poisoning,
be possible to get everyone out to clean
which
he
had
Just why the administration should
contracted from his anMASON SHOE MFG. CO.
up the entire campus. We should like nie and Driscoll; shortstop. Stearns and
cestors.
feel obliged to grant the request for the
Chippewa Falls, Wisc.
to see some executive organization, such Burke; third base, Jordan. Everett and
camp brings to light an interesting fact.
as the class societies, which work for the Stanton; outfield. Capt. King, Foster,
The University receives annually a sum
good of the University. get busy and ac- Dunham, Pierce, Newhall, Blair and
of money in the neighborhood of fifty
complish something in this way, pos- lohnson.
thousand dollars for maintaining the
The squad is working hard for the exsibly next Saturday. for the sooner the
R. 0. T. C., only a small part of which
hibition game with Colby which is the first
better.
is expended for that purpose. If the
game of the season. Coach Murphy said
54
demands of the military department
that he thought at present of using a
and
should be refused, the government might
part of the second string, especially
withdraw the R. 0. T. C.. whereupon.
HOME BAKERY
pitchers. to see them in action.
under the old charter, the University
The team will face some stiff practice
Take advantage of our Meal Tickets
would have to maintain a cadet corps at
this week, not only for the Colby game.
its Own expense. Whether or not this
hut for the trip through western MassaTo organize an Eastern conference of chusetts whicli starts
consideration had any weight in deterApril 23. In all
mining whether the Trustees and Presi- women student government associations probability,
the team that takes the wesPROPRIETOR
dent should indorse the camp, we are not in the co-educational colleges, delegates
tern trip will be changed before the State
prepared to state. We do believe, how- from the University of Maine, Bates, series
as set eral of the new men are
:ever, that if the administration considers Colby. New Hampshire State, Middlepushing the "vets" hard for their posithe camp of sufficient value to force bury and R. I. State, will hold a con- tions.
every R. 0. T. C. member to attend. ference April 25-26 at Rhode Island
then a part of the fifty thousand should State. Kingston, R. I. The U. of M.
Dr. Draper, on his recent visit to New
he used in paying at least a part of the delegates elected April 17 at Student
camp expenses.
Government meetingg, are Ruth Bessey York, presided at a meeting of the And!gore than 150 courses in History, English, Nlathemat ics. Chemistry.
We do not understand, however, that ai Deer Isle, president of Student Gov- iron Club, in which he holds the position
Zook?gy, 111a,',:ro L laguages. Economics, Philasopity, aaology.et(.:
the spring camp for R. 0. T. C. is by ernment. and Arlene Besse of Albion. of
rtl3
Dictator (president), on March 26.
are given by correspondence. Learn h')W the CI'
any means a government ruling, for it is .As the national Student Government conCJUrief WHY,
be
applied
on
your
describing
c
program.
Catalog
The staaker at this meeting was Pro.arried out by comparatively few other ference is usually held in the west and
furnished on request. AVrite today.
fessor
George L. Kittredge, of Harvard,
college units. It is simply somtthing de- the problems often discussed touch only
Ot ZiniberS4.tv
sired by the local military department. the girls' colleges. the Eastern conference the subject of whose lecture was "Vam95 ELLIS MALL
CHICAGO ILLINOIS
and granted by the faculty, although the is necessary.
pires."
Edward C. Cutting '26
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SPORT SPARKS

The' Stetson Shoe

Take Orders For Shoes

P
t

Orono Restaurant

Women Send Delegates
To Co-ed Conference

A. A. DERWENT

Get Extra Credits at Home
of Ciiicaga
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the City of New York is. In what way
are these cities to maintain a normal
growth, physically, mentally and morally? It i, a question that has been before
the great minds of the country today,
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last year for fiction is to be awarded to
Miss Mary C. Perkins, was also announced. Dean Stevens was elected financial advisor of the Maine-Spring for
next ear. on account of the resignation
of Mr. Creamer. An enjoyable literary
program followed. President Robert
Hamlet read an anonymous story entitled
''The Romance of the Rose," and Mr.
Kenneth McGregory read a personal essay called ''A Day in Paris." Both readings were followed by interesting and
instructi%e general criticism.

..ampus during spring vacation. One of
the attractions of the vacation period was
a victrola part) gi‘en Wednesday night,
April 2, by members of the Sigma Nu
fraternity at their house.
About 15 couples enjoyed the music
from some of the best orchestras in the
country.
Novelty dances were introduced which
included a contra, music for which was
supplied by "Olie" Berg and "Jonny"
Stevens, and a necktie dance where the
ladies had to take a necktie from a common pile and find the owner.
Refreshments of doughnuts and coffee,
punch and cookies were served.
Life was not as dull as one would exMr. and Mrs. Stanley Wallace were
pect, or students who stayed on the the chaperones.

THE DEAN'S LIST
Nt-----

of one
LL.M._
is now
In 1925,
be two

The Dean's List has been posted as
follows:
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Upper Classmen: Egbert M. Andrews,
Anna J. Ashley, Aileen H. Bennett, Lewis B. Clark, Ada Cohen, Mary L Copeland, Cora Emery, Madeline Field, Enna
M. Fowler. Annie M. Fuller. Cecil C.
Garland, Anna E. Green, Robert C. Hamlet. Mary B. Harris. Ernest E. Haskell,
Alice R. Hill, Theresa M. Jackson, David
Jacobs. Beatrice Johnson, Esther A.
Lord. Annie P. Lunt, Velma K. Oliver,
Ethelyn M. Percival, Alberta G. Pierce,
Ellen V. Pierson, Frances H. Porter,
Harold E. Pressey, Lenora S. Pretto,
Eva S. Pride, Clifford S. Reynolds, Donald L. Trouant, Balfour S. Tyndall, Lynette A. Walker, Helen B. Wentworth.
Freshmen: Amy B. Adams, Anna E.
Clark, Royce P. Davis, Waldron E. Fernald, Alton R. Higgins, Sylvia M. Kurson, Maurice H. Mack, John M. Mahoney, Annette S. Matthews, Emily Pendleton, Ada Viola Peters, Earle M. Spear.
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
Upper Classmen: George C. Barney,
Willis M. Barrows, Carl L. Beal, Herbert E. Bragg, Harlan L. Clapp, Sidney
B. Coleman, Randall H. Doughty, Leo
Friedman, James L. Hayes, Ruel L
James, John A. Lawry, LeRoy A. Mullen, Ralph A. Parkman, Albert H. Repscha, Chester H. Sinnett, Fred E. Smith,
Diong D. Uong.
Freshmen: Henry T. Beatty, Frederick T. Berg, Joseph H. Bernstein, Milton H. Clapp, Henry G. Howard, Henry
Welch, Joseph Wuraftic.
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURZ
Upper Classmen: Gregory Baker,
Mervin I. Bowden, Irvill H. Cheney,
Frank H. Clark, Sarah E. Crehore, Leroy E. Dawson, Arthur L. Farnham,
t;eorge C. Hilton, Ralph M. Hutchinson,
Ruth Leman, Julia D. MacDougall, Harold S. Nightingale, Earl P. Osgood,
Bernie E. Plummer Jr., Harrison L.
Richardson, Philip A. Sargent, Max C.
Shapiro, Lena E. Shorey, John A. Small,
Sprague R. Whitney.
Freshmen: Neil S. Bishop.
School Course: Ray C. Ames.

rid LL.B
applies[sine for

Liberal Club

$75 per

Socialism was discussed at the last
meeting of the Liberal Club in the lecture room of the library. Prof. Whitmore started the proceedings and succeeding speakers presented their views.
The meeting was well attended by both
the students and the faculty.
The problem of selecting questions for
future discussion arose, and it was decided that the next meeting of the club,
"Movies as an Educational Factor," will
lie the issue.
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Harnessing
Niagara Falls
for the
First Time
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HE pioneer harnessing of Niagara Falls
in 189,like all great engineering feats,
was the result of the co-operation of many
able and constructive minds. There were no
"older engineers" on this work, with younger
assistants, as is now common, because there
were no"older"engineers then. Allofthem were
young men in a young business, optimistic,
enthusiastic and willing to take long chances.
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The original Niagara installation represented progress based largely on faith because there were many
features of construction proposed at that time which
Westinghouse Engineers refused to accept, and which
time has shown to be utterly impracticable.
Thus, in effecting a compromise, the three fundamental features of heating, insulation and regulation
of the 25-cycle machines as built, were vastly different
from the original designs. Time verified their judgment, the ten original generators operating successfully for more than a quarter of a century.
Looking back, it is gratifying that those young men
served engineering so courageously, because truly it
was an undertaking that taxed their faith to the limit.

Westinghouse
ACHIEVEMENT

OPPORTUNITY

H. E. Eliason, Representative
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Kappa Psi Pledges
—m—
Kappa Psi sorority announces the following pledges: Hilda Kelly '27, Pauline
Rowell '27, Marion Marsh '27, Beatrice
Myers '27, and Catherine Sullivan '27.

Correspondence
-NI

April 10, 1924
Editor of "Campus,"
Estabrooke Hall,
Campus.
Dear Sir:
Would you please publish the following in your next issue:
"The students are requested to assist
the University authorities in keeping
vehicles off the lawns and walks.
This time of the year it is very difficult to clean up after the winter and
make the campus neat and presentable.
Students can aid materially in this direction if they will refrain from using
the lawns as walks and from throwing
paper, rubbish, etc. on the various lawns
and around buildings.
Thanking you for your co-operation.
Very truly yours,
University of Maine
By Frederick S. Youngs,
Treasurer

Featuring Spring Styles

Displaying Spring Apparel for College Men
ON THE CAMPUS ALL NEXT WEEK

TEE
tions represented there this summer. This
ss ill be the first enterprise of the kind in
America.
Fuller information can be secured
from The National Student Forum, 2929
Students at Bryn Mawr, Dartmouth, Broadway. New York.
Yale, Swarthmore and Northwestern will
co-operate next summer in maintaining
an Intercollegiate Camp at Woodstock,
M
New York, July 1st to September 17th.
Appl kat iun for Charles A. Coffin
These students have assumed joint man- Foundation fellowships to be awarded
agement of the camp with a committee this year must be filed with W. W.
of The National Student Forum which Trench. Secretary. Charles A. Coffin
organized the enterprise last summer. 150 Foundation, Schenectady, New York, by
April 15, from whom application blanks
students from colleges, universities and
may be obtained.
Labor Schools are expected to visit the
These fellowships are given in eleccamp during the summer. Twenty-five tricity, physics, and physical chemistry,
scholarships are available to pay the ex- and are available to graduates of the universities, colleges and technical schools
penses of labor delegates.
The camp will give students the op- of the United States who have shown,
portunity to meet some of the leaders of by the character of their work, that they
American thought not only in lectures could with advantage, undertake or conand discussion but in the frank and free tinue research work in educational insticomradeship of the open air. A number tutions either in this country or abroad.
of educators, churchmen, business men, The committee in charge desires to award
labor leaders and social workers will vis- the fellowships to men who, without
it the camp during the summer. Among financial assistance, would be unable to
those who are already expected are Dr. devote themselves to research work. Six
Stephen P. Duggan, Director, Institute were awarded last year. Applications
of International Education, Rev. John from seniors as well as graduates will
Haynes Holmes, Community Church, be welcomed, but any award to a senior
New York, Professor William Heard will be conditioned upon his being gradKilpatrick. Dept. of Philosophy of Edu- uated.
Five thousand dollars has been made
cation. Teachers' College, Professor Wilavailable
by the Foundation for this purliam Fielding Ogburn, Dept. of Economics and Sociology, Barnard College and pose. The fellowships carry a minimum
Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, Free Synagogue, allowance of five hundred dollars each,
which may be increased to meet the
New York.
There will be five conference periods special needs of applicants to whom they
of two weeks each beginning July 1st, are granted.
during each of which the camp committee will be limited to forty students. Each
conference will consider, with individual
differences, international, industrial, racial and educational questions. The camp
will he equipped with a small theatre and
workshop in which students may on ocEvidently the students who stayed on
casion present one-act plays.
the campus during the spring vacation
Woodstock, N. Y. is in the Catskill secured their free chicken dinners elseMts., 14 miles from Kingston. In addi- where. because Mr. Cousens of the poultion to offering hiking, swimming, and try department declared that no chickens
possibly tennis, it is a community which were stolen during that time. The genial
affords unusual artistic and musical ad- poultry man said that when his flocks
vantages. Owing to the limited accom- were put to bed they slept peacefully, unmodations of the camp, delegates from protected by watch dogs or burglar
any one college will number from four alarms.
to eight. Colleges desiring to send ieleAs proof of this, Mr. Cousens took
wates should apply immediately for the reporter through several chicken
quotas to The National Student Forum, houses. There were Barred Rocks, Leg29?9 Broadway, New York City, recom- horns, and Rhode Island Reds in all
mending at the time of application a loc- stages of growth from young chicks to
al student agency which will elect or ap- one pound broilers. The young rooster
point delegates. Students may register quite proud of his newly discovered voice
from April 1st to May 1st but only the dominated the scene. In the incubator
first 150 registrations can be accepted.
room were 2800 eggs waiting the 21 days
Any registered student-delegate may before the future chicks would enjoy the
justifiably feel that he or she has real spring sunshine. Every care is taken to
prerogatives in determining the activities, keep the incubators at an even heat, and
interests, and opportunities of the partic- for this purpose temperature readings
ular conference concerned. Criticisms are taken three times a day.
and suggestions regarding program, preferences as to speakers and plays forwarded to the organizing student com- Coue Found "Highly Idealistic"
mittee will receive careful consideration
Emile Coue, world famous for his
and will be followed so far as possible "day by day in every way" movement,
with reference to the conference desired. on his most recent trip to the United
One of the most interesting features States underwent a psychology test at
of the camp is that it will gradually Birmingham. Ala. He was found to be
come into the control of the students who highly idealistic, only a fair mathemavisit it. The most expert advisors are tician and scientist, of tremendous imhelping to draft the plans for making agination. being adequate in the time of
Woodstock a co-operative enterprise music. but "off" in tone, and as being
with shares in the hands of the organiza- very sincere.

Students Will Convene
At Vacation Encampment

Coffin Fellowships

MAINE CAMPUS

Five Pi Phis Attend
Eastern Conference
Five member, of the local chapter of
Pi Beta Phi fraternity at the University
of Maine attended the Eastern Conference of the fraternity which was held
in ‘Vashington. April 11 and 12. The
member-. were Pearl and Ardis Woodard. Margaret Boothby. Mary Friend
and Elisabeth Pendleton.
The event of greatest interest was the
presentation of a portrait of Mrs. Coolidge, known to Pi Beta Phi as Grace
Goodhue Coolidge, Vermont Beta, Burlington, Vt. The portrait was recently
finished by Howard Chandler Christy.
It was placed in the permanent collection of portraits of the First Ladies of
the Land. At the time of the presentation in the East Room of the White
House, Mrs. Coolidge received the National Officers making the presentation
and all those members of the fraternity
in attendance upon the Conference.
Other social events included a reception at the Congressional Club, when the
Pi Phis and relatives of Pi Phis in the
official group in Washington were hostesses. The Secretary of Agriculture
3nd Mrs. Henry T. Wallace were guests
of honor. Mrs. Wallace is a member of
the Iowa Gamma chapter of the fraternity located at Iowa State College.
The banquet Saturday evening at the
New Willard, celebrated the 57th anniversary of the founding of Pi Beta Phi
at Monmouth College, Monmouth, Ill.
Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt was the guest
of honor and made the principal address.

Students "Cooned" No
Hens During Holidays
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SPRING SHIRTS, TIES
and HOSE
In attractive new assortments
for younger men.

EXCHANGE ST., BANGOR, ME.
in. best place to buy your athletic supplies and sporting goods
"A Safe Place to Trade."
Make our store your Bangor Headquarters.
You will be most welcome.

ClothesfoiroungMen

4

4.

4.
._Slee

this exhibi

of ccfrectl,, &signed men's clothing carefully tailored in the English fashion from
distinctive imported and domestic fabrics.
READY TO WEAR."

exhibiting at
FRATERNITY ROUSES
April 17th & April 18th

found under our several
different body types in
suit modeLs.

'‘›

4.
4
4.
4.
4.
4.
4.

313tifiti j6rotbrts

0

A broad earietvof pockets,
plaits, belti, etc., is to be

$45
$50

e1ms.164wErr1114s1ir
Ealgefield Stripes
1.obvin
Cardiff Plaids
Renrock Serra
Flouritain Rock
Worsted.

40 WEST

Ste ahe

50th STRUT NEW VnRK
.
THE KFI's1'1"ORTHY. a corner:atm Scoteb (hoe for seett

Our guarantee to the wearer is the simplest way we know to emphasize the
high quality of our clothes, and relieve the mind of a "Doubting Thomas.'
The cost to us of guaranteeing our product is so trivial as to really be an
insignificant item in our costs, even though abuse of this liberal policy is
apparent from time to time.
After years of record, the guarantee has proven to be a silent compliment
to our standard of workmanship,selection of all wool fabrics, fit and genuine
sen ice given by the product made by us. We take full responsibility because
our clothes are made of materials to justify confidence and our tailors follow
our exacting specifications in converting raw materials to a beautifully finished garment. Everyone recognizes that the product we make will wear
out sometime, but when more value and satisfaction than dollars paid has
been realized, the public is the fairest jury a manufacturer can enlist, it
seems from our years of record.
We, therefore, confidently guarantee our product.
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Technology Freshmen
Sigma Xi Club to Have
Pose For Photos
Open Meeting April 24

HAVE
'YOU
NOTICED

To aid the Personnel Department in
keeping a complete record of every student, the freshmen in the College of
Technology are being photographed this
week at the expense of the University.
Copies of the photographs which are
to be of a small size, are to be kept by
the Personnel Department, the Dean, and
the Registrar. Extra copies may be
secured by the students from the photographer, Lawrence Eaton, at their own
expense.
Beginning next year personnel records
will be kept of all freshmen in the University, and photographs will be taken
during Freshman Week.
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Editor of Campus,
There has been a request for the publication of the names of men who were
awarded their football numerals for 1923,
and under date of December 6th. the
athletic board voted the following men
Freshman numerals:
Ed. G. Foster, Claude Lovely, Herschel
Hoyt, A. Atwood, A. A. Beeaker, L. E.
Brown, M. L. Lavorgna, A. J. Cassista,
E T. Malloy, N. Epstein, Ernest A. Elliott, Wm. A. Hanscom, A. M. Wiswell.
HARVARD: The entering class will
A'ery truly yours,
hereafter be limited to 1000 men, and
R. H. Bryant,
ComposiEnglish
in
these
of
work
711e
Graduate
Manager.
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The members of the National Honor
Society. Sigma Xi, on the Campus have
Jrganized a local club. This club cornrises representatives of Sigma Xi chapters at Case School of Applied Science,
Columbia University. and State Universities of Michigan. Minnesota, Nebraska,
Wisconsin and Yale. Doctor Albert L.
Fitch is President of the local club.
They will hold their first open meeting Thursday evening, April 24, in Room
204, Aubert Hall, at 7:30 o'clock. Doctor Whitman Jordan, first Director of .
the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station and for twenty-five years Director
of the New York Agricultural Experi?tient Station, has been invited to address
the meeting on the subject, "Agricultural
Research."
The largest faculty in an American
college, 1250 in all, is to be found at the
University of Minnesota. The smallest,
numbering two, is the property of Beaver College. Beaver, Pa.
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Over"
"The One Cigarette Sold the Woriti

A Chicago University professor has
made the statement that the majority of j
the Phi Beta Kappa women never marry
because they know better.
"My girl is some chemist!"
"No, but when I take her out my gold
and silver turns to copper."
"Quite a mixer, eh?"

••••••••••••••

E. J. VIRG1E

TRY A

Clothing
Haberdashery
Shoes

JOHNSTON'S
R. S. V. P.
Box on Your Girl if You

$1500 awarded to prize
winners from 60 different
colleges

fen

The winning advertisements on
Postum Products selected
from the 5000 sent in

ORONO

Want to be in Right
PARK'S VARIETY

Chalmers' Studio
High Clown Photegraphy

The Olympic Games
France—Belgium—Germany
An exclusive sixty day student tour
Private motor fleet in Europe

MAINE

BANGOR,

Dennison Decorations
for
All occasions form an inexpensive addition to every
Party

For details address

Olympic Games Travel Tour
536A Main St., Worcester, Mass.

DILLINGHAM'S
BANGOR, MAINE

Prize
On November 2e, 19'23, the Postum Company announced its
different
Advertisement Writing Contest. Within six weeks over 5000
advertising
advertisements were sent in revealing a very real interest in
Nuts,
among college students and a surprising familiarity with Grape
Post Toasties and Post Bran Flakes.
We are very glad to announce the following prize winners:

First Prize, $20o—s.II. Lebensburger, University of
University
Second Prize, $125—RaYmond .1. Stevens, Syracuse

Pennsylvania

Third prize, $ 75_1. E. Loveless,Stanforil University
Beesley, Jr., Princeton University

Fourth Prize,$ 50-1.r.

the followIn addition to the above, prizes of $9.5 have been awarded
best advertiseing students in 60 different colleges for submitting the
ment from their own college or university:
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Howard Ketcham
Amherst College
J. Chas. Linthicutn
University of Arkansas
Vernon W. McCune
Baker University
Paul W. Sampson
Boston University
Allen Crislip
Broaddus College
S. Norman Gourse
Brown University
Gerald E. Woods
Butler College
Miss N. Bunker
University of California
Oliver Perry Petran
University of Chicago
G. H. Faulkner
Colgate University
J. Edgar Ilyatt
Cornell University
James IV. Taylor. Jr.
Dartmouth College
Davis and Elkins College Mildred Waters
Silas B. Reagan
DePatiw University
Milton B. Glick
Harvard University
William P. Lindley
University of Illinois
Marjorie Milford
Indiana University
C. ('. Rudkin
State University of Iowa
Hobart Beresford
Iowa State College
The John,' Hopkins
Phineax Smoller
University
Ellis Van Camp
niversity of Kansas
UKansas
State Teachers
Hiram S. Davis
College
Kansas Agrieult ural College Theodore L. Bayer
Mildred L. Wolcott
Ketika College
G. M. Robinson
University of Maine
Lafayette Hutchinson
Marshall ('ollege
Mayo College of Commerce Raymond II. Pieper
II. P. Bundy
University of Michigan
Victor R. Portmann
University of Minnesota
James W. Price
University of Ilissotiri

Nlidtllebury College
University of Montana
University of Nebraska
University of North
Carolina
University of North Dakota
Northeastern l'niversity
Northwestern University
Oklahoma City College
University of Oklahoma
Oregon Agr knit ural College
Ohio State University
Penn. State College
University of Pennsylvania
Princeton University
Purdue University
Ripon College
Salem College
Smith College
Stanford University
Syracuse University
University of Texas
University of Utah
University of Washington
Western Maryland College
West Virginia Wesleyan
College
West 1'irginia University
Williams College
IVilliam & Mary College
University of Wisconsin
Yale University

Hawthorne
Walton M. Whitworth
Roy J. Housh

Dann S.

I.. J S. Brody
Charles T. Evans
Thiunas J. Tiemey
It. Donald Innis
r Kelley
W. II
Jessie Gertrude Sterne
Samuel Merrill
Mary I. Skeen
T. F. Nlorton
S. H. Lebensburger
J. C. Beesley, Jr.
Charles N. McMahan
Lester hunt
Helen Weilekamm
Janet Payter
J. E. Loveless
Raymond A. Stevens
Harry E. Moore
H.(7. Davy
Helene Cole
J. L. Weihmuch
Edna Miller
C. M. Morgan
Herbert A. Dalmas
Lawrence W. Sherritt
Harold H. Laskey
Perry Gokay

first issue of next week's paper.
The adrertisement winning the.first prize will appear in the

bine

Company
The Postum Cereal
MICHIGAN
BATTLE ('REEK.

Easter Monday Ball
At

Miller 6 Webster
Clothing Co.

CHATEAU
with
MUSIC
by
THE AMBASSADORS

SEELY QUilliTY
STATIONERY/
awl, ...%Many .11.1.1.
arld.-c%s

rot both Sheet
and envelohn
type

200 Sheets
100 Envelopes

11/
A°
,ST
MD

Beautiful finish, pure white bond paper,
size 6 x7 inches, with envelopes to match,
with your name and address printed in
rich, dark blue ink. The leading household stationery, used in the best homes
everywhere. We want you to try a package at our risk. If not more than what
we claim, return and receive your money
back. Remit withorder. Toeliminatepos,
oble errors pont copy instead of writit
THE SEELY PRINTING CO.
21 Central Street, Bangor, Maine

TYPING AND DUPLICATING
ELIZABETH I. FIRTH

Public Stenographer
15 State Street

Hart Schaffner and Marx

NEW LOUNGY SUITS
For Easter Wear

Bangor
I.

Oriental
Restaurant
We cater especially to College
trade
Exchange Street
BANGOR, iiIAINE
ve

1111M1P,

Dance Programs
BACON PRINTING CO.
'Dependable Printer?'
22 STATI ST., BANGOR, MAIN,

Bangor, Maine

MA H-JONG
KENTUCKY U.
termed a "Conference on
class
A new
Life Interests" is being conducted by the
English Department. Its object is to
teach students to converse seriously and
intelligently as well as to make them
familiar with real knowledge of modern
"life interests." This is a novel inauguration and educators throughout the
country arc watching its progress with
interest.

That fascinating Chinese Game—The
game of the hour. Complete set; 144
Tiles, including the 4 winds; 120 Counters; 8 Cardboard Racks, scored; 2 Dice,
and 6 page booklet of playing directions.
At a price never before heard of.

89c--Postpaid
Christmas Novelty Company, Dept. M,

Box 215—Bangor, Maine
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—all the difference
between just an ordinary cigarette
and—FATIMA, the most skillful
blend in cigarette history.

Bangor Opera House
3 DAYS ONLY
MON.-TUES. WED.
APRIL 21-22-23
Adolph :Om nrui Jesse. Llas

L.An
ALLAN DWAN
PRODUCTION

"Old Fight" Is Rampant Again
(Contioased frogs, Noe en-.)
' Instead of interfering at the Hop, I hear
that several freshmen actually helped.
Well, that shows fine spi:q; I'm looking
forward kr a lot of good from these
two lower classes; why it reminds me
of the good old days when we chewed
nails and spit rust. In years to come
these two classes will look back with
pleasure on their scrap and in telling of
it they will exaggerate each detail as we
Alumni do."
Forest Fires Destroy $16,500,000
Annually
t('natinaed from Page Ow)
however small. Consider the Ranger as
your friend whose duty it is to protect
your forests.
6. Inquire about fire regulations. In
some States the law requires permits before camp fires may be built.
7. At all times and under all circum.tances be as careful with fire while you
are in wooded areas as you would be in
your own home.
Cow Helps Boy to College
Harry A. Knight, of Forest City, Ark.,
is going to college on the proceeds of a
cow he bought when a boy of 14 for
$100. By the sale of her calves, her
milk and butter he increased his bank
account so that he could buy other cows,
and his herd now is valued at $2500 on
the hoof, and his income per month from
the herd is $150. or more than enough to
maintain him in college. He has never
accepted aid from his bank or friends
since starting his herd.

If "A Society
Scandal" were only
hall as good as
"Mn' Humming
!tin]." it would
still be a great picture. Rut it's twice
as good. Come and
see for yourself!

NEWS
REVIEW

BARNUM JUNIOR
A COMEDY RIOT

MATS. at 2
EVES. 7 to 10:30

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF RETAILING
I The School of Retailing trains for executive positions.
Merchandising
Training
Advertising
Teaching
Personnel
Service
Finance and Control
Merchants are eager to wcure trained men and women in these fields.
Service Fellowships
Certificate
1 year
M. s !it Retailing . . . . 2 years
Illustrated booklet on application Fo- fur;her in formation write
DR. NORRIS A. BRISCO,
Director of New York University School of Retailing, 100
Washington Square, New York City

Meat Bill Mostly for Meat
Out of every dollar he receives for his
product. the American meat packer pays
out about 88 cents for his raw material,
the livestock as it comes from the farm
and range. Out of the margin of 12
cents the packer pays wages, taxes, operating costs and gets his profit. These
figures are compiled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Millions Spent in Cosmetics
The American woman, collectively
speaking. spends about $150,000.000 a
year in hair nets: $145,000,000 for
scented soaps and $453,000,000 for miscellaneous cosmetics. These are the
three essential items, but the grand
total for all kinds of toilet preparations

The Princetcm Senior Council has
draun up a set of regulations for next
year's freshman class. The most radical rule provides that no first year men
shall wear fur coats Another new rule
pri.hibits the familiar yellow slicker.
"Is this the weather bureau?"
Paoxturry
The present custom of requiring the
"Yes. ma'am."
Ed—Do co-eds kiss?
wearing of black skull caps, black shoes,
"How about a shower to-night?"
Co-ed—You'd be surprised (coyly) socks and tics will be enforced
next year
"It's all right with me, if you need one, how much goes on right under my nose. in addition
to the new ban on coonskins
take it."
and oilskins.

Our Cravenette
Process Hat
Knocks The Spots
Out Of A Shower
oeye can tellthat

N
our Cravenette
Hat is snowerqyroofed,

and spot-proofed, but
the rain knows it. The
far-famed Cravenette
Process adds everything to the sturdy
wear and smart looks
of the hat. See it here.

The Mallory
Cravenette Hat

S6

"CAMPUS TOGS FOR COLLEGE MEN"
Exchange & State Streets, Bangor
TRICIIINTINO TEM HATS01

MALLORY HATS
STRAND THEATRE
Thurs. April 17—Ernest Truex
"SIX CYLINDER LOVE"
Comedy and News
Fri. April 18—Paramount Special
"TO THE LADIES"
Comedy and News
Sat. April 19—Jackie Coogan
"LONG LIVE THE KING"
"Fighting Blood"

Mon. & Tues. April 21-22
Thomas Meighan
"PIED PIPER MALONE"
Comedy—"Riding Master"
Wed. April 23—Paramount Special
"HIS CHILDREN'S CHILDREN"
Comedy and News
Coming
"POTASH AND PERLMUTTER"
"HELL'S HOLE"
"THE HUMMING BIRD"
"SCARAMOUCHE"

University of Maine
College of Agriculture
College of Arts and Sciences
College of Technology
For catalog address
PRESIDENT CLARENCE COOK LITTLE
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GEORGE A. KING
King's Ice Cream Parlor
Shop for PURITY Ice Cream and Dainty Candies

STUDENT'S SUPPLIES
AT
UNIVERSITY STORE
Fernald Hall
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